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My editing experience includes working on a wide range of documentary and factual programmes in many styles and
genres. I have edited with film and non-linear systems and am experienced using Avid Media Composer, Avid DV
Pro and Final Cut Pro.

Specialist and Factual
Hitler's Circle of

Evil - 2 x 1hr - WMR f or Netflix / ZDF
Episodes 2 &3 of a 10 part series. The strategies and power struggles of Hitler's principle

henchmen from after the failed Munich putch of 1923 to election victories in 1934

Animal Fight Night series 4 and 5 3x1hr  Arrow for National Geographic

Series featuring battles between some of the biggest, badest and also most surprising
fighters in the animal kingdom, dissecting the science behind their tactics and bodily weapons

The Real Story Of - 'Unbroken' 1hr WMR for Reelz / ITV

Angelina Jolie’s ‘Unbroken, the true story of Olympian Louis Zamparini, a Japanese POW who
survives the war. The' real story' looks beyond the feature film , his struggle to overcome the
horrors of his ordeals, eventually finding god and forgiving his captors

Passport to Murder 2x 1hr SkyVision for Sky / Discovery ID

Series that investigates chilling stories about carefree trips that ended in tragedy
Using testimony of law enforcement officers, and surviving family members.
● Mountain High Murder
● High Stakes in Hong Kong

Nightmare Neighbour Next Door Flame for Channel 5
 eries that follows some of the most extreme cases of fallouts between neighbours all over the
S
country, using real-life interviews and reconstruction.

Conspiracy 1x1hr Channel 5

Series examining historical events through the perspective of conspiracy

Was Neil Armstrong setting foot on the moon just a massive hoax? and did the
Russians hide the death of cosmonauts during the space race?

Animal Black Ops 2x1hr WMR for Discovery

Investigations into poaching on a massive scale as Officers of Law Enforcement
Agencies battle the richest and most determined wildlife criminals in the world
● Rhino Horn
● Abelone.

Animal Fight Night series 3 1x1hr Arrow for National Geographic

Series featuring battles between some of the biggest, badest and also most surprising
fighters in the animal kingdom, dissecting the science behind their tactics and bodily weapons

Killers series 3 - 2x1hr Sky Vision for  Discovery

A look behind the well-worked stereotype of the criminal. Through archive, interviews,
and reconstructions, we follow murderers stories from childhood to prison cell.
● Joanna Dennehy

●

Peter Moore

Planes That Changed the World- 1x1hr Arrow Media for Discovery

Ep 3 in a series of three. Tracing the development of the Airbus A380 from its inception
to its maiden flight, and the potential disaster averted when an engine blew up on a
commercial flight. RC-PL

Myth Hunters series 3 2x1hr WMR for Yesterday/Discovery
 Obsessive's, explorers and adventurers search for the truth behind some of history's
most compelling myths and mysteries..
● The Veil of Veronica
● The Chalice of Valencia

Angry Brits - Caught on Camera - 1 x 1hr  Mentorn for Channel 5

One in a series of programs combining UGC footage of extraordinarily angry moments,
first hand testimony from perpetrators and victims, and on-screen experts to explain
the causes of our extreme anger

The Fantastical World of Hormones - 1 x 1hr Furnace TV for BBC4

Presenter John Wass, one of the country's leading experts on hormones, tells the
wonderful and often weird story of how hormones were discovered RC-PL

Myth Hunters series 2 3x1hr WMR for Yesterday/Discovery
Series investigating the truths and fictions behind some of the most intriguing
myths and mysteries of our time.
● The legend of the Kruger Millions
● The lost treasure of the last Shogun
● The search for the Garden of Eden

UFO Europe - The Untold story - 1hr Pioneer Productions for Nat Geographic

 Final episode in a series of seven looking at evidence of unexplained flying objects over
Europe, with interviews from the witnesses who saw them and the experts who didn't

Great Crimes and Trials- 5x30 mins WMR for Discovery
Series telling the stories of major crimes using personal testament with dramatic
reconstruction and archive
● Bishop - Paedophile serial killer
● Weaver - Two teenage girls go missing
● Bar Jonah - The cannibal killer
● Bergna - Staged a car accident to kill his wife
● Reiser - Computer geek murders his wife

The Gene Code - 2 x 1hr Furnace TV for BBC4
In two parts, the 3 billion year journey from the simplest cells to us, using DNA as a guide
and then exploring what we have learned in the ten years since the human genome was
first sequenced

Lost Evidence - The War in Europe - 2 x 1hr Flashback Television for Discovery

A series highlighting the decisive battles fought in Europe during WW2 using aerial
Images, CGI, personal testament with reconstructions and archive
●
Stalingrad
●
Battle for Berlin

MudMen Series 2 - 2 x 1hr ITV Productions for History Channel

Presenter Johnny Vaughn trowels the foreshore of the river Thames with the official mudlarks
searching for artefacts old and new that will take them on a voyage of discovery

●
●

Isle of Dogs- Johnny finds a Mauser pistol that takes them to the firing ranges at Bisley.
Regents Canal - Old ironworks finds takes them to the industrial midlands

Future Fight - 1hr Darlow Smithson for D
 iscovery

One of a series of three, showcasing advances in military hardware and technology that deal
with the challenges of asymmetric warfare

Time Team Special – Dover Castle – 1hr Videotext Communications for C
 hannel 4

Documentary following the re-fit of the Interior of Dover Castle to its original 12th century
splendour , the story behind its original function and the King who built it.

Time Team - 6 x 1 hr Videotext Communications for Channel 4

Archaeology series presented by Tony Robinson with an array of experts analyzing the finds
● Coberley Villa. A Roman Villa is uncovered following the discovery of a mosaic.
● Sewardsley Priory. A medieval Nunnery is discovered after a pet burial
●
●
●
●

 Colworth Villa A Saxon roundhouse is unearthed during a dig of a 4th century Roman villa
Blythburgh Priory. Excavating around the 10th century ruins of the ancient priory.
Piercebridge. Investigating the riverbed ruins of 2 roman bridges with thousands of finds.
Derwentcote Uncovering iron and steel works from the 17th and 18th century

A Christmas Tudor Banquet - 1hr documentary Lion TV for BBC 2

Experts of the Tudor period hunt, forage and gather ingredients for a traditional Tudor banquet
at Haddon Hall where they bring to life the ancient Tudor kitchens to prepare the feast

Generation 9/11 - 1hr documentary Redback for Channel 4

An authored journey with radio 1 DJ Bobby Friction talking to young Asian kids about their
sense of identity in post 9/11-7/7 Britain

Conspiracies – Iraq - 1hr documentary Redback Films for Sky One

A film presented by Simon Reeve looking into conspiracy theories behind the invasion of Iraq

The Real Story of the Mozambique Floods – 1 x 30min ITN for Channel 4

Film documenting the build up and aftermath of the floods. Presented by John Snow

Weaponology - 2 x 1hr Flashback Television for Discovery
Series following the evolution and development of weapons from earliest conceptions up to the future’
weapons of today
●
VTOL The story of vertical take off weapons systems
●
Frags, Pineapples and RPGs. First throwing bombs to hand held guided missiles

Global Warning - 1hr ITN for Discovery Channel.

Documentary showing the effects of global warming in the Indian Ocean

Observational Documentaries
Cop Squad - 3 x 1hr October Films for Sky One

Following the Cambridgeshire police as they tackle crime in its many forms from drug busts,
burglary and drunken violence to traffic offences

Brit Cops – 3 x series Steadfast Productions for Virgin 1
S
 eries of observational documentaries filming out on the streets with the police

from various forces
● Zero Tolerance – 3x1hr, in the London borough of Hammersmith and Fulham

●
●

Law and disorder – 3x1hr, following the City of London cops.
Crime and punishment –3x1hr, with cops in the county of Lincolnshire

UK Border Force - 3 x 1hr Steadfast Productions for Sky One
S
 eries looking behind the scenes of the UK immigration agency at Heathrow,
Calais and Delhi India, and on the streets with the enforcement teams

CCTV Cities - 3 x 1hr Steadfast Productions for Channel 5

Series looking at the role of CCTV in the policing of the UK’s towns and
Cities, following the teams in the camera control centres and the police on the street
Animal Planet at the Movies - 3 x 30 min Brighton TV for Animal Planet Discovery
Behind the scenes look at animal actors, their trainers and the stars on set during filmmaking
● The Hawk is Dying – Paul Giamatti learning to act with the birds
● The Forrest – Working with leopards on a feature film in Thailand
● The Prey – Wolf hound, a fox and rats on set of a UK horror film

Baby Tales Series 2 -10 x 30 min. Endemol for Discovery Health

Series featuring expectant couples from the last few weeks of pregnancy to birth

From Here to Maternity - 15 x 30 min Goldhawk Films for Discovery Health

Series following women through their pregnancy up to the birth and early care of their babies

Motorway - 4 x 30 min films for Carlton Television

Observing all aspects of life on the M25 from the police who patrol it. the people who maintain it
to the truckers and the general user

All at Sea - 3 x 30 min films for Channel 4

The maiden voyage of the cruise liner, Carnival Destiny, watching the dramas of the ship's crew
and passengers as they unfold

Zoo Story - 17 x 30 min films for Discovery Channel

Series filmed at London Zoo. Day to day life of the animals and their keepers

Growing Up - 2 x 30 min films for Carlton Television

Children from around the world filmed first as babies and then revisited 4 years later

Biographies
Prince Sultan of Saudi Arabia 1hr OR Media for Saudi Television

One of three programmes depicting the life and achievements of the Crown Prince
from his early years to his death in 2011

Rubirosa - The Last Playboy - 1hr ITN for A&E Biography Channel

The life of the Dominican Republic’s playboy Ambassador, detailing the FBI files on his
in various political assassinations and his marriages to the worlds richest women

The Gucci Dynasty - 1hr ITN for A&E Biography Channel
The Gucci families bitter feuding, betrayals and double dealing in the fight for

control of the multimillion-dollar brand, ending with the murder of the last Gucci on the board

Nigella Lawson - 1hr Flashback TV for A+E Biography Channel
Life story of the TV cook

Charles and Camilla - Madly in Love - 1hr Shine TV for Sky One

Documentary taking a wry look at the relationship between the couple from first meeting
up to their marriage.

The Passion of Paula Rego 1 hr ITN for Artsworld Channel
Profile of the contemporary Portuguese artist.

involvement

Bad Boys - 3 x1hr Flashback TV for A+E Biography Channel

Life stories with dramatic reconstructions, archive and testimonies
● James Joyce
● Tchaikovsky
● Lawrence of Arabia.
Legends Series 1 - 4 x 30 minute films for Carlton Television
Profiles of television and film personalities
● Dudley Moore
● Michael Caine
● Norman Wisdom
● Kenneth Williams

Lifestyle
Auction House Series 1 - 10 x 30 min films for Carlton Television

Following the stories of 4 auctions houses as they go about their business.

Room for Improvement Series 2 and 3 - 10 x 1hr RDF for Channel 4
Big budget home improvement build & design advice

House Doctor Series 4, 5 and 6 - 12 x 30 min films. Talkback for channel 5
Make over show for people who want to sell their homes

